COMPOSITE WORK TRUCK TOPPERS

Built to Work

BrandFX™ EverLast™ composite toppers combine the latest in composite chemistry and structural design to deliver the highest level of reliability and life cycle value. These toppers come in either Plus-Top or Low-Profile designs and can accommodate all popular Chevrolet, Ram, Ford, and GMC truck models and bed sizes. BrandFX toppers are lighter in weight, as tough as steel, and provide industry-leading resistance to corrosion.

COMPOSITE COVERS

Rain or Shine, You’re Covered

Offering outstanding security, durability, and a contemporary appearance – composite covers from BrandFX set a new standard for design and functionality. Featuring advanced fiberglass-based composite construction, lighter weight, and a high-quality, smooth gel-coat finish, the EasyLift™ is the premium tonneau cover. The EasyLift is designed for use with all Ford, Chevrolet, or GMC 6.5’ to 8’ beds. In addition, innovative commercial tonneau covers include the FX3D combination toolbox/tonneau cover.

ULTIMATE FX™

100% Advanced Composite Construction

From the research and development team at BrandFX comes a new, and patented, all-composite service truck body understructure. The EverLast UltimateFX™ Understructure is lighter than aluminum, as tough as steel, and ultimately corrosion free. This advanced, purpose-built understructure was developed to be paired with BrandFX’s state of the art composite truck service bodies, and promises to again raise the bar on service body life and performance.

BRANDFX—RUGGED AND RUST-FREE—THE LIFE CYCLE VALUE LEADER

BrandFX is the worldwide leader in lightweight composite Work Truck bodies – providing line bodies, service bodies, inserts, tonneau covers, and toppers to many of the world’s largest utility and service fleets. BrandFX EverLast composite bodies are proven to offer the highest life cycle value, delivering 20-plus years of effective service while maintaining their quality finish and appearance. Because BrandFX believes in American-made quality, the company manufactures all of its truck bodies in the U.S.
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The worldwide leader in lightweight composite work truck bodies.
**WHY EVERLAST™ COMPOSITE TRUCK BODIES?**

- Lighter than steel, but just as strong
- Fuel efficient
- Rust free
- Sleek appearance

**EVERLAST™ COMPOSITE TRUCK SERVICE BODIES**

Trusted by 5 out of the 6 top U.S. service fleets

EverLast™ service truck bodies set the industry standard for reliable performance, even in the most demanding applications. Up to 60% lighter than steel, these bodies add to the fuel efficiency of any fleet, while reducing the wear on tires, brakes, and suspensions. Advanced EverLast bodies are molded using a proprietary composite formula for durability, strength, and long-term performance. This construction technique also allows these bodies to feature rounded edges for improved aerodynamics, a sleeker appearance, and improved work-site safety.

Proven to deliver more than 20 years of reliable service in even the most demanding applications, EverLast service truck bodies will not dent, warp, rust, or crack, and will maintain their quality finish over years of use. For Line Bodies, Service Bodies, Insert or Toppers, BrandFX™ is the Life Cycle Value Leader™ — and the smart choice for any fleet.

**EVERLAST COMPOSITE LINE BODIES**

Hard-Core Bodies with Heavy-Duty Utility

BrandFX EverLast composite line truck bodies are designed and built for toughness — tough enough to handle the most demanding jobs. And these advanced composite bodies deliver an overall level of life cycle value that conventional steel and aluminum simply can’t match. Weighing 60% less than conventional steel line bodies, these line bodies won’t rust, dent, or warp. In fact, they often deliver 20+ years of productive service life. The lighter weight of these bodies also improves fuel economy and reduces maintenance costs.

BrandFX EverLast line bodies are compatible with all leading manufacturers’ service cranes and aerials, and with hundreds of optional features, EverLast line bodies can be equipped to meet your individual requirements.

**EVERLAST COMPOSITE INSERTS**

Easy and Efficient to Use, Built to Last

BrandFX EverLast inserts are the cost-effective alternative to commercial vans. Offering a wide variety of options, self-contained BrandFX inserts allow for easy removal and transfer of contents from chassis-to-chassis without ever having to unload the unit.

These inserts, supplied complete with flooring and sidewalls, have exterior side compartment doors that allow tools and cargo to be conveniently accessed from outside the vehicle. And like all EverLast products, these inserts offer the unique combination of light weight and high strength.